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New Guides to planning and installing a new Bathroom Suite available on the
Bella Bathrooms website

Bella Bathrooms have created an extensive guide helping any home owner with all of the vital
aspects when improving a bathroom suite accessible online.

(PRWEB UK) 5 January 2013 -- With more home owners improving their bathroom suite, thousands of people
struggle to cope with the two main vital areas. Planning and installing a bathroom is extremely important and
must be dealt with correctly and efficiently in order to gain the best result possible within the overall outcome.
Bella Bathrooms understand how people can struggle with this area and have therefore put together an in-depth
guide of everything needed to know in regards to these two necessary aspects.

Within the guide the first area that is focused on is the planning of a new bathroom. This is the area that needs
to be though about carefully as the whole design of the room will depend on the plan made. The guide is
amazing in providing you with key areas you need to consider and methods of carrying out the activity to
ensure it is completed correctly. Focusing on how to create the perfect room layout is also included within this
section and is highly useful to those with small or confined bathroom suites that need an aid in advice.

After this has been analysed, consumers can then read through the installation section that many will find
beneficial if a lack of experience is causing problems. This stage of improving a bathroom suite is often found
challenging to many as the worry of incorrect installation is off-putting to many home owners. The guide
features great information regarding how the correct removal of products should be carried out then observing
how new items should be connected right.

The guide also features useful diagrams to help shed an extra scope of light to the situation. Home owners can
view methods of planning the room by creating a useful room diagram where measurements can be established.
This is a brilliant way for those with a limited space as knowing how much space available in the room can
determine many key factors. The diagrams also allow consumers to identify various elements featured in a
bathroom such as luxury bathroom furniture.

A guide to planning and installing a new bathroom is featured on the Bella Bathrooms website, a company
renown in the UK for their great customer service and blog facilities that feature weekly guides on how to
create the perfect bathroom suite. Within the blogs, consumers can keep up to date with all of the latest
company news including new products and offers that are currently available.

About Bella Bathrooms:
Bella Bathrooms is one of the finest UK online bathroom retailers based in the North-East of England and offer
continuous great deals of bathroom refurbishments, shower, towel rail and radiator updates, stylish bathroom
furniture and various other key elements at prices that are guaranteed to be unsurpassable. The latest updates
continuously made have further improved the overall quality and they have set a high standard for things to
come in the future. The company also own a number of other e-commerce sites with their latest addition being
ibathroomsuites offering most bathroom suites with a next day delivery service.

Bella Bathrooms
Tel: 0844 8117 017
Available to contact from 9am – 5pm
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Contact Information
Richard Thompson
Bella Bathrooms
http://www.bellabathrooms.co.uk/
0844 8117 017

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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